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1 Introduction

Public policies in all domains can affect the levels and distribution of employment directly or indirectly. They do so directly when they involve either hiring workers to implement or expand government programs or firing them when programs are terminated or scaled back. Government hiring of workers to staff public programs diverts them from alternative activities, such as employment in the private sector. Similarly, workers released from the public sector are likely to find employment in the private sector. Policy measures may also indirectly alter the distribution of employment. For example, private sector employment may be altered through taxing and spending policies or regulations that affect the relative prices or costs of inputs to, or outputs from, production. We explore the economic welfare effects of these policy-induced employment changes.

Recent claims of very high social opportunity costs resulting from employment changes induced by environmental regulations indicate the need for a careful analysis of this issue, and lend salience to our discussion. Masur and Posner (2012) propose a shadow price for induced unemployment that is more than five times the level of pre-release compensation. By their estimate, the direct cost per released worker with pre-release compensation of $50,000 is $100,000 and the external costs are as much as an additional $160,000, for a total of $260,000. The implications of the implicit Masur–Posner shadow price for the evaluation of public policy are potentially immense. If their shadow price is valid, then fewer environmental regulations would likely pass the net benefit test. Accepting their estimates would suggest that even very expensive policies that avoid the firing of a worker or result in the hiring of an otherwise unemployed worker would have large and positive net benefits. For example, it might show European-style labor market regulations, commonly viewed as distortionary and inefficient, to be efficient instead. Consequently, the Masur–Posner proposed shadow price deserves scrutiny.

We explore the effects of direct and indirect government-induced changes in employment. We begin with a discussion of those policy-induced employment changes that seamlessly reshuffle workers among jobs in an efficient (i.e., full-employment, full-information) economy; generally such changes create few, if any, net changes in economic welfare not captured in changes in wage bills. We then turn to policy-induced employment changes that impose real net social costs or generate real net social benefits beyond changes in the wage bill. We consider the implications of two market distortions: (1) inflexible wages set by law or custom that lead to involuntary unemployment during periods of deficient aggregate demand, and (2) illiquidity resulting from imperfect capital markets that prevent people from borrowing against future earnings. Both of these distortions have important
implications for the full opportunity cost of labor, and hence should be taken into account in benefit-cost analysis (BCA).

Additionally, the second distortion, illiquidity resulting from imperfect capital markets, has implications for how we move from a conceptual framework incorporating willingness to pay (WTP) for changes in employment status to a framework that facilitates actual measurement of opportunity cost. Finally, we assess the likely magnitude of the social opportunity cost of labor in the case of involuntary unemployment and imperfect liquidity, and address how the welfare effects of such employment changes should be valued.

2 Controversy over predicting induced employment effects

Estimating the employment effects of a policy change is a daunting task. Ideally, estimates must deal with the net economy-wide employment impacts of a marginal change, taking account of both the job shifts between the private sector (or nonemployment) and the public sector, or between a policy-impacted plant and other plants or firms in the same or different industries, irrespective of location.

This issue has been studied in the context of the overall employment effects of alternative public policies. For example, the U.S. Congressional Budget Office (CBO) recently attempted to summarize the extent of the net employment effects of various policies in the aftermath of the Great Recession.¹ This effort sought to identify the largest effects on output and employment per dollar of budgetary cost.

¹ See U.S. Congressional Budget Office (2011, 4, 23).

Changes in policies that CBO considered would probably raise output and employment during the next few years; other changes would probably lower output and employment; and some changes would have effects on economic activity whose sign is difficult to determine. . . . Estimated impacts on output include the direct and indirect effects of a dollar’s worth of a given policy. Direct effects consist of immediate effects on economic activity. For example, government purchases of goods and services directly elicit economic activity and thereby have a direct dollar-for-dollar impact on output. Indirect effects may enhance or offset the direct effects. For example, if the economy has idle resources, as it does now, government funding for projects can lead to the hiring of otherwise unemployed workers. The additional spending by those workers, who now would have more income, would constitute a positive indirect effect. In contrast, a substantial increase in government spending financed by borrowing tends to drive up interest rates, which discourages spending on investment and on durable goods by raising the cost of borrowed funds. Those indirect crowding-out effects would offset some of the direct effects. Low and high estimates of the effects on output for a given policy were chosen, on a judgmental basis, to encompass most economists’ views about the effects of that type of policy.
Only a selected set of policies were analyzed, and the estimates provided were rough, reflecting the judgment of analysts “to encompass most economists’ views about the effects of that type of policy” (p. 23).

In a 2013 report, the U.S. Office of Management and Budget (OMB) studied the costs of regulations; it estimated the annual costs imposed by major regulations adopted during the 2002–2012 period to be in the $60–$80 billion range (2001 dollars). While OMB concluded that the benefits of these regulations exceed the costs, the magnitude of these costs suggests nontrivial employment effects of regulations.

More recent research has concentrated on estimating the employment effects of post-2008 stimulus spending; these studies use a variety of empirical methods ranging from full macro-econometric models to simple application of employment multipliers to alternative policy measures.2

Rigorous empirical studies that have addressed this issue are largely in the employment policy and environmental regulation areas. Early research on the employment effects of labor market training and other “active” labor market policies has been reviewed in Heckman, LaLonde and Smith (1999) and Martin and Grubb (2001). There are few recent studies of labor market policies.3

Perhaps because of the concern with the potentially negative effects of environmental policy, a number of research studies have attempted to measure the employment effects of incremental environmental regulations; they have reached somewhat inconsistent results.4 This is not surprising as economic theory suggests both employment-increasing and employment-decreasing effects of regulations (Morgenstern, Pizer & Shih, 2002; Coglianese, Finkel & Carrigan, 2013).

Two of the empirical studies are based on structural models. Berman and Bui (2001) studied the employment effects of stringent ozone and NOx regulations during the 1980s along the Southern California coast. Imposition of regulations affects labor demand both negatively through the effect on output of the firms subject to the regulation and positively through the direct effect of increased abatement activities (including equipment production). Although the net effect is conceptually ambiguous, their empirical results indicate a de minimis negative impact.

More recently, Morgenstern et al. (2002) have employed a more complete economic framework, reflecting reduced output and labor demand from higher production costs, increased labor demand associated with increased abatement activities, and possible increases or decreases in the labor intensity of

---

2 See Adams and Gangnes (2010) for a summary of this work and an estimate of the effect of U.S. stimulation measures.
3 For an important exception, see Heinrich, Mueser, Troske, Jeon and Kahvecioglu (2013).
4 The primary studies are Berman and Bui (2001), and Morgenstern et al. (2002). See also Belova, Gray, Linn and Morgenstern (2013).
post-regulation technologies. Their results are also for the 1980s and indicate that in four heavily regulated industries regulations have very small positive effects on employment.\textsuperscript{5}

In addition, there are several reduced-form estimates.\textsuperscript{6} Although the industry coverage and methods of the studies vary, all of them find somewhat reduced employment growth, investment, and new plant openings in regions that are not in compliance with clean air standards. Because these results reflect impacts only in noncompliant regions, they overestimate the economy-wide job losses and social costs of the regulations.\textsuperscript{7}

In addition to these studies, which focus on those economic sectors that are directly affected by a policy change, there is another section of literature that attempts to measure the adverse effects of mass layoffs on aggregate employment, wages, and human capital values.\textsuperscript{8} The concept of job loss in the policy-impact studies reflects a concern with plant- and company-based employment effects, thereby recognizing the shift of employees adversely affected by a regulation to other jobs with either the same or alternative employers.

The mass-layoff studies, on the other hand, attempt to estimate the loss in the value of human capital of individual employees who become separated from a long-standing employer by a policy change, and either move to long-term unemployment or (higher or lower paid) employment at another firm. Because these “scarring effect” studies tend to neglect the more prominent intra-firm employee moves in response to the imposition of regulations, they are likely to overstate significantly the costs associated with displacement resulting from environmental regulations.\textsuperscript{9}

\textsuperscript{5} More recent work by these authors uses a temporally expanded panel data set including many more industries, but finds that the earlier estimated effect remains unchanged. Belova et al. (2013).

\textsuperscript{6} These include Becker and Henderson (2000), Greenstone (2002), and List, Millimet, Fredriksson Per and McHone (2003). For example, Greenstone (2002) found a decrease of an average of about 3.5\% of manufacturing employment in facilities located in regions that have not attained their air pollution reduction goals (“nonattainment areas”) relative to regions that did attain their goals. As the author notes, this estimate may indicate the shift of jobs among regions, rather than an aggregate reduction in employment. Still other studies attempt to estimate the effect of environmental regulations on the substitution of foreign for domestic output.

\textsuperscript{7} It is likely that both output and employment shift from these noncompliant areas to those that are compliant. It should be noted that there may be welfare losses in the form of transaction costs of inter-regional labor migration attributable to the regulation. Walker (2011) attempts to estimate the magnitude of these transition costs, but his results also apply only to plants faced with the new regulations, and ignore other sectors of the economy that may experience offsetting employment and output gains.

\textsuperscript{8} See von Wachter, Handwerker and Hildreth (2008), Davis and von Wachter (2011), and von Wachter et al. (2008). These studies, especially by Davis and von Wachter, estimate the positive relationship between the level of unemployment and the costs of mass layoffs.

\textsuperscript{9} To be sure, intra-firm moves induced by policy changes can also have adverse effects on wages and human capital values.
3 Conceptual framework for assessing the social opportunity cost of labor

Public policy can result in either direct changes in government employment or indirect changes in private sector employment when the policy induces hiring or firing by firms. Table 1 provides a framework for assessing the social costs of these employment changes with and without two important market distortions. One market distortion is wage rigidities that result in unemployment when there is insufficient aggregate demand to result in jobs for all those willing to work at the prevailing wage rate. The second distortion is incomplete or nonexistent capital markets that prevent people from borrowing against future earnings, a problem of imperfect liquidity. With a constraint on liquidity, people cannot express either their WTP for employment or their willingness to accept (WTA) unemployment based on the wealth they would have in a world with perfect capital markets.

Before discussing the three cases (full employment, unemployment with perfect liquidity, and unemployment with no liquidity) set out in the columns of Table 1, we make and justify a number of assumptions and introduce key concepts. These assumptions and concepts allow us to develop practical guidance for monetizing policy-related changes in employment. That is, they can be applied with the sort of information likely to be available in ex ante BCA.

3.1 Labor as a factor input

We seek to inform the valuation of policy-related labor changes as a cost or benefit within a full BCA that also includes the valuation of the full range of other benefits

---

10 High unemployment caused by inadequate aggregate demand would be eliminated if economy-wide wage flexibility existed. In this case, any reduction of labor demand would be reflected in a decrease in wages that would again attain an equilibrium wage rate reflecting labor market demand and supply. The regular occurrence of aggregate unemployment indicates the presence of wage rigidity that precludes such a market equilibrium. Wage rigidity can be caused by several phenomena. One possible source of wage rigidity is described by “implicit contract theory,” the idea that implied agreements exist between employers and workers such that firms secure worker loyalty by “insuring wages.” Alternatively, rigid wages may stem from the tendency of employers to pay “efficiency wages” – above market wages paid by firms in order to attract more skilled or motivated workers when hiring (hence, avoiding the costs of firing them if they prove to be insufficiently skilled) or to encourage workers to perform well and not “shirk.” Of course, minimum wages enforced by law or custom limit wage reductions for the least skilled workers.

11 Of course, if there were involuntary unemployment because of floors on wages or lack of aggregate demand, there would be still be no market mechanism for actually paying or accepting, even if there were perfect liquidity.
Table 1  Social costs per worker of hiring and firing: either directly by government or induced by government policy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Full employment</th>
<th>Unemployment with perfect liquidity</th>
<th>Unemployment with no liquidity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct hire</td>
<td>((W_f + B_f)h + G_r)</td>
<td>(W_r h + G_u) – ((WTP_{hg} + WTP_{oh}^o + EX_{ph}))</td>
<td>(W_r h + G_u - \Delta HC_h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induced hire</td>
<td>((W_f + B_f)h + P_r)</td>
<td>(W_r h + P_u) – ((WTP_{hp} + WTP_{oh}^o + EX_{ph}))</td>
<td>(W_r h + P_u - \Delta HC_h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct fire</td>
<td>(C_s - (W_f + B_f)h)</td>
<td>(C_u - W_r h) + ((WTP_{fg} + WTP_{of}^o + EX_{pf}))</td>
<td>(C_u - W_r h + \Delta HC_f)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induced fire</td>
<td>(C_s - (W_f + B_f)h)</td>
<td>(C_u - W_r h) + ((WTP_{fp} + WTP_{of}^o + EX_{pf}))</td>
<td>(C_u - W_r h + \Delta HC_f)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: h: hours worked, \(W_f\): competitive before-tax wage rate, \(W_r\): reservation wage (narrowly defined as the marginal opportunity cost of time), \(B_f\): hourly before-tax benefit rate, \(G_r\): marginal government costs of recruiting (full employment), \(P_r\): marginal private sector costs of recruiting (full employment), \(G_u\): government costs of recruiting (unemployment), \(P_u\): private sector costs of recruiting (unemployment), \(C_s\): costs of searching for new job (full employment), \(C_u\): costs of searching for new job (unemployment), \(WTP_{hg}\) (\(WTP_{hp}\)): worker’s own willingness to pay to avoid long-term effects of nonwork time by being hired in a government (private sector) job, \(WTP_{fg}\) (\(WTP_{fp}\)): worker’s own willingness to pay to avoid the effects of non-work time by being fired from a government (private sector) job, \(WTP_{oh}^o\): willingness to pay of close associates to avoid the long-term effects of the worker’s nonwork time by being hired, \(WTP_{of}^o\): worker’s own willingness to pay to avoid long-term effects of nonwork time by being fired, \(WTP_{of}^o\): willingness to pay of close associates to avoid the long-term effects of the worker’s nonwork time by being released from a government (private sector) job, \(\Delta HC_f\): change in present value of reduced human capital from being hired, \(\Delta HC_h\): change in present value of reduced human capital from being hired, \(WTP_{fg}^o\): liquidity constrained worker’s own willingness to pay to avoid long-term effects of nonwork time due to stress or psychological factors by being hired into a job, \(WTP_{fp}^o\): liquidity constrained worker’s own willingness to pay to avoid long-term effects of nonwork time due to stress or psychological factors by being released from a job, \(WTP_{of}^o\): liquidity constrained willingness to pay of close associates to avoid the long-term effects of the worker’s nonwork time by being hired in a government (private sector) job, \(EX_{pf}\) (\(EX_{nf}\)): external costs of firing with perfect (no) liquidity, \(EX_{ph}\) (\(EX_{nh}\)): avoided external costs of hiring with perfect (no) liquidity.
and real resource costs that the policy creates. Specifically, we assume that we can separate the impacts of the policies accruing through changes in employment from the other impacts of the policy, such as those affecting the levels of private or government production. That is, we treat labor as a factor input and seek to provide guidance for valuing changes in the level of this input.

Consistent with treating labor as an independent factor input, we ignore program financing, which would be taken into account in the overall BCA.\footnote{There is a sizable literature on the welfare costs of changes in tax policy, with implications for BCA. An important paper in this literature is by Ballard, Shoven and Whalley (1985), who conclude that the marginal social cost of taxation may be as high as one third or one half of the revenue that is raised. That is, the social cost of using a dollar of tax-financed revenue for a project is a dollar plus this marginal excess tax burden.} Of necessity, we also ignore any changes in labor demand that result from policy-induced net changes in government revenue; a full BCA would also account for this component of benefits or costs.

### 3.2 Factor use and market conditions

Aside from wage rigidities and illiquidity, we assume that labor markets are undistorted by monopoly, monopsony, or information asymmetry.\footnote{Firms enjoying market power may share the rents they obtain from pricing above marginal cost with workers to reduce their costs of managing. Information asymmetries with respect to health and safety risks favoring employers over employees may result in wages that are too low from the social perspective.} To the extent that such market failures dominate the relevant labor markets, other shadow value adjustments to the benefits or costs of the induced employment changes would be required. We also assume that policy-induced employment changes are sufficiently small that they do not noticeably affect wages.\footnote{Clearly, this assumption holds in the case of unemployment. In full employment, substantial hiring could result in a wage increase. In this case, assuming linear supply and demand schedules for labor, the appropriate wage for valuing opportunity cost would be the average of the pre- and post-policy prices (Boardman et al., 1996).}

In the case of full employment, we value direct or induced changes in labor at their opportunity cost whether or not they produce a net change in employment. The opportunity cost of increased hires by the government or firms in response to policy changes involves the diversion of workers from other jobs (implying no net change in total employment), the recruitment of new workers, or the inducement of current workers to work more hours. In the case of no net employment change, the major component of opportunity cost is the forgone product of the diverted workers; in the case of either new workers or increased hours from existing workers, the primary opportunity cost is the value
of forgone leisure. From whatever source, the use of labor involves an opportunity cost (Harberger, 1971). Similarly, released workers become available for work elsewhere in the economy.

In contrast, during unemployment, we focus on the net changes in employment because workers are moving out of or into unemployment rather than being diverted from one job to another. Moreover, it is the economy-wide job impacts of the policy that are relevant, rather than only the effects within a single firm or sector.\textsuperscript{15} We assume that we can treat positive net employment effects as reductions in the ranks of the unemployed and negative net employment effects as additions to the ranks of the unemployed.

### 3.3 Occupation-specific analysis

Our analysis implicitly assumes that there is a single labor market. However, in reality labor markets are specific to particular skill sets (or occupations) so that in any economy there are multiple labor markets, many of which are closely related while some operate independently. For example, the labor markets for physicians and custodians can reasonably be treated as independent. Within the same economy it is thus possible for some labor markets to be operating at full employment while others have unemployment. The valuation of the social costs of employment changes should be thought of as contingent on the particular labor market in question rather than necessarily being uniform across all labor markets within the economy. Consequently, the BCA of a policy that has labor effects across occupations may require different valuation approaches depending on whether their markets have full employment or unemployment.

We also assume that for each occupation there is only a formal market. However, in many developing economies there are dual labor markets in which workers with similar skills choose between formal markets with benefits and informal markets without them (Edwards, 1989; Guillermo-Peon & Harberger, 2012).

\textsuperscript{15} This consideration is especially relevant in the case of policy changes that may target particular industries or sectors of the economy, such as the imposition of an environmental regulation on the steel industry. Consider the effects of imposing a new environmental regulation on a particular sector. Imposing the regulation requires that firms subject to it undertake actions (e.g., investing in pollution control equipment) most of which increase costs. These cost increases become reflected in prices, leading to a reduction in the quantity of regulated firm output demanded, and hence in firm employment demands. On the other hand, these investments increase demand for pollution control equipment, leading to an increase in employment in the sectors that produce it. Employment may also increase in firms producing substitutes and decrease in firms producing complements. Hence, regulations create jobs as well as destroy them, and both effects should be considered.
Even in a developed economy, there are some occupations in which informal payments are common; such payments are typically not reported as income and valuation of employment effects in such markets is problematic. Extending our analysis to economies with dual labor markets would require assumptions about the relationship between the two markets so that the effects of policy-induced changes in one market that spill over to the other could be taken into account. Similarly, the analysis of policy-induced employment demands in labor markets dominated by informal off-the-books payments would require assumptions regarding the relationship between the recorded costs of hiring (or gains in the case of worker release) and true opportunity costs.

3.4 Treatment of taxes and safety net payments

A key concept in the assessment of the opportunity cost of employment effects is compensation. The rate of compensation is wages and benefits per hour of labor so that the total compensation for any period is the compensation times the number of hours worked. The after-tax rate of compensation is the hourly rate of compensation reduced by any employment-related taxes so that the total after-tax compensation is the after-tax rate of compensation times the hours worked. When labor markets are efficient and the total supply of labor is fixed, the rate of compensation represents the lost value of output resulting from diverting an hour of labor to some other use. When labor markets are efficient and the supply of labor expands, the marginal potential worker has a reservation wage equal to the after-tax rate of compensation. This after-tax compensation reflects the marginal opportunity cost of employment in terms of the value of time lost for leisure and household production. The total compensation rate of these new workers equals the sum of the reservation wage and the taxes paid, the latter being a transfer from workers to the government, which, ignoring marginal excess tax burden, does not have an efficiency effect.

A number of public programs provide a safety net by supplementing the earnings or consumption of unemployed workers. Most importantly, unemployment insurance payments provide cash income. Reduced earnings during unemployment may also increase eligibility for food stamps and other in-kind and earnings-related subsidies. These benefits may have behavioral consequences, but for purposes of assessing the welfare effects of policy-induced employment changes, the impacts can be viewed as operating through the reservation wage. Again the reservation wage reflects changes in the marginal value of the cost of employment in terms of the value of time lost for leisure and household production. However, as with taxes,
we treat the benefits themselves as transfers and therefore are not directly relevant to opportunity costs.

3.5 National and subnational labor markets

Our analysis implicitly assumes a single national labor market for each occupation. If there are subnational labor markets, then our results hold in several cases. First, if all subnational labor markets are at full employment, then it is reasonable to assume that changes within one subnational market can be treated independently of all other subnational markets. With all the subnational markets at full employment, there is no reason to believe that the policy-induced labor change will result in any movement of workers beyond those otherwise occurring. Second, if all the policy-induced employment effects accrue within a market with unemployment, and other subnational labor markets are at full employment, then it is also reasonable to limit attention to the directly affected subnational market. Third, if migration between subnational markets is costless, and each market has similar taxes and wages, then policy-induced hiring in a subnational market with full employment should be assessed as if it is occurring in market with unemployment if any of the subnational markets have unemployment. Finally, if the costs of migrating from one subnational labor market to another are high, then it is reasonable to assess small policy-induced employment changes in the subnational markets in which they occur.

In a number of circumstances, the general approach we present for valuing policy-induced employment changes may require modification. One such circumstance is when a policy has effects in multiple subnational labor markets. For example, an infrastructure project like a highway can shift economic activity within and across regions and thus may have employment effects across subnational labor markets (Chandra & Thompson, 2000). Or, a regulation may have effects in many different subnational labor markets, requiring different assessments in those markets with and without unemployment. Another such circumstance is when the costs of migration across subnational labor markets with substantially different taxes or wages are low so that the sources and destinations of migration in response to policy-induced labor effects must be taken into account (Jenkins, Kuo & Harberger, 2011). In these circumstances, our general guidelines should be viewed as a starting point for further analysis that takes account of differences among subnational labor markets.16

---

16 As Bartik (2012) has emphasized, when a new job is created in a local or national labor market, ultimately that job must lead to the employment of someone who is not employed in that labor market.
3.6 Reservation wage

In an undistorted labor market, the marginal potential worker has a reservation wage equal to the rate of compensation net of taxes and transfers. This reservation wage reflects the marginal opportunity cost of employment in terms of time lost for leisure and household production, prevailing tax rates imposed on earnings, available government transfers such as unemployment insurance benefits, and time gained from avoided job search. In labor markets distorted by wage rigidities that result in persistent involuntary unemployment, however, private and social opportunity costs beyond the simple interpretation of the reservation wage as the marginal opportunity cost of time are relevant to assessing the social costs and benefits of changes in employment.

3.7 Divergence of reservation wage from the marginal opportunity cost of time

In conventional analyses, the reservation wage is interpreted as the marginal opportunity cost of time. When there is involuntary unemployment, however, the reservation wage may diverge from the opportunity cost of time.\(^{17}\) If the purpose of analysis is to predict labor force participation, then the value of the reservation wage is essential. If the purpose is instead taking account of welfare changes attributable to the employment changes resulting from a policy change, then an alternative is to continue to treat the reservation wage as the marginal opportunity cost of time and separately value the other impacts. We follow this latter approach because it facilitates clarity in the categorization of effects. Consequently, throughout the analysis that follows, we adopt the convention of interpreting the reservation wage narrowly as the marginal opportunity cost of time.

There are three main factors that can affect the reservation wage; as noted, we treat these effects as independent of the marginal opportunity cost of time.

---

\(^{17}\) Bartik (2012) summarizes the evidence on the relationship between survey-based estimates of the reservation wage and the market wage in an economy with involuntary unemployment. He concludes that, in such an economy, survey evidence suggests that the reservation wage is below the market wage, but not by a large amount. Market-based studies of the reservation wage indicate that it is about 80–90% of the market wage (see Mohanty, 2005; Hofler & Murphy, 1994). If these nonmarketed private costs of being involuntarily unemployed are large (and workers had full information on them), then this gap seems too small, implying that workers do not understand the magnitude of these effects, and hence do not reflect these estimates in their survey responses.
First, when unemployment is high, workers who are hired or fired may experience changes to the value of their human capital (the discounted present value of the returns from their future expected employment). These effects are often referred to as “scarring” effects associated with being unemployed. For example, periods of nonwork may reduce a person’s human capital relative to what it would have been if the worker had been employed. This reduction will result in a lower future stream of wages. The present value of this long-term reduction in wages (productivity) is a measure of this scarring cost. While this scarring cost could be reflected in a very broad definition of the reservation wage, it is not included in most definitions of that value and is not included in ours.

In view of the expected loss of income from the scarring effects of becoming unemployed, a policy-induced increase in labor demand may convey welfare gains on those unemployed workers who are rehired. Having experienced the scarring loss, such hired workers gain access to a job chain of upgrading opportunities from increased worker productivity that would not be present were the worker to remain involuntarily unemployed. These expected future gains from a decrease in involuntary unemployment are likely to be reflected in future expected wage increases. These changes are in addition to any increase in immediate wages resulting from moves between involuntary unemployment and employment (see Bartik, 2012; Mortensen, 1986).

Second, being hired or fired when there is unemployment may affect individuals psychologically through increases or decreases in the stigma cost associated with being unemployed. Looked at from the position of a newly hired worker, having a job may convey self-esteem that is lacking when the person is unemployed. Conversely, there is a loss of self-esteem associated with moving from employment to unemployment. Again, although this welfare change could lead to an adjusted reservation wage, we treat it as an independent effect.

---

18 Davis and von Wachter (2011) estimate that the hiring of an involuntarily unemployed worker increases the present value of future earnings of the newly employed worker by about 10%. They state: “In present value terms, men lose an average of 1.4 years of pre-displacement earnings if displaced in mass layoff events that occur when the national unemployment rate is below 6 percent. They lose a staggering 2.8 years of pre-displacement earnings if displaced when the unemployment rate exceeds 8 percent. These results reflect discounting at a 5 percent annual rate over 20 years after displacement.” See also Ruhm (1991), Nilsen and Reiso (2011).

19 See Blanchard and Diamond (1989).


21 An alternative “stigma effect” is a “perceiver” phenomenon; employers may view unemployed job applicants as possessing undesirable traits, resulting in a reduced probability of a job offer. See Biewen and Steffes (2010) and Ho et al. (2011); see also U.S. Congressional Budget Office (2012) for a similar interpretation. The CBO study estimates that this stigma effect plus the skill erosion effect accounts for...
Third, changes in physical and mental health, mortality, and life satisfaction may be associated with the hiring of an involuntarily unemployed worker or the release of an employed worker. Although workers who perceive these effects may take account of them in adjustments to their reservation wage, we assess their welfare implications as independent estimates of the marginal opportunity cost of time in a full BCA.

### 3.8 Spillover effects not reflected in the reservation wage

In addition to the private market and nonmarket effects associated with hiring and firing when there is unemployment, there may also be third-party (or spillover) welfare effects. For example, if the family or friends (close associates) of a released worker experience an empathy-based loss because of the worker becoming unemployed, it is likely that they will also experience a “warm glow,” empathy-based feeling when the worker gains employment. Although such close-associate effects are external to the worker, they must also be considered in assessing the full social welfare gains from incremental hiring and firing due to policy changes. Job loss can also lead to negative outcomes among the children of the unemployed, and to an increase in crime. We assume that none of these effects are reflected in the worker’s reservation wage.

---

22 These welfare effects are related to stigma and scarring effects, discussed above. Indeed, stigma effects could be considered a component of such mental health and life satisfaction effects. The benefits of being hired if unemployed operating through these channels have been documented in a large number of studies. See Jacobson et al. (1993), von Wachter et al. (2009), Sullivan and von Wachter (2009), Stevens (1997), Burgard, Brand and House (2007), and McKee-Ryan et al. (2005). See also Aaronson, Mazumder and Schechter (2010). Such welfare effects are analogous to the nonmarketed private benefits associated with incremental increases in schooling (see Haveman & Wolfe, 1984; Wolfe & Haveman, 2002). While these schooling-based benefits – for example, increases in own health status, increases in offspring schooling attainments, the gains in consumer choice efficiency, plus improvements in other aspects of life – increase individual well-being, they are not considered in the measured earnings differentials that underlie estimates of the rate of return to incremental schooling in the human capital literature.

23 See Andreoni (1990) and Mishan and Quah (2007).

24 Unemployment may also involve effects that spill beyond “close associates.” For example, the unemployed person may consume services whose costs are borne by taxpayers, hence creating a deadweight distortionary cost.


26 See Fougère, Kramarz and Pouget (2009).
4 Assessing opportunity cost

Notation for taking account of the various components of opportunity cost in each of the three market cases follows.

4.1 Worker hiring and release with full employment (and no market distortions)

The first column in Table 1 assumes full employment. We define $W_f$ as the before-tax competitive wage rate and $B_f$ as the before-tax competitive benefit rate. In this case, before-tax hourly compensation – the sum of the competitive market wage and benefits ($W_f + B_f$) times hours worked ($h$) – represents the primary component of the opportunity cost of labor both in terms of hiring (cost) and firing (avoided cost).\(^{27}\) It implicitly assumes that the total supply of labor is fixed. In addition, there may be transaction costs for employers in finding and hiring appropriate workers and providing them with firm-specific training, and for fired workers in searching for new jobs ($C_s$); these hiring costs may differ between the government ($G_T$) and private sector ($P_T$). As these costs are typically small in an economy with “full employment,” usually thought of as a labor market in which the number of people seeking employment is a small percentage of the number currently employed,

\(^{27}\) If the increase in new hiring is very small (relative to the size of the relevant labor markets), and if these labor markets are competitive, free of distortion, and both the demanders and suppliers of labor are informed regarding the pecuniary effects of employment changes, wage rates will remain unchanged as the demand curve for workers shifts (marginally) to the right. The prevailing wage rate equals the marginal value of the product of the workers as appraised by the firm. If the worker possesses full information regarding the full private costs that he or she bears in accepting a newly created job, that wage rate also equals the reservation wage of the worker. Under these circumstances, the aggregate private pecuniary welfare effect of the additional hiring is, to a first approximation, zero.

The situation is somewhat different for “large” increments to the demand for labor. In this case, the wage rate will increase, as will the cost of production of firms hiring workers from this market. The increase in the wage rate benefits the inframarginal workers who are already employed, and represents a welfare gain to them. The additional cost of production for affected firms will, in the short run, decrease their profit, which decrease represents an offsetting welfare loss. However, there is a triangle above the labor supply curve starting at the pre-policy level of employment and below the new (and higher) wage. This triangle also reflects a welfare gain to the additional workers who enter employment because of the incremental policy; it is the wage rate less the opportunity cost of worker time. This net welfare gain is likely to be small if there are full employment and competitive markets. Note that the increase in production costs and the increase in the output of government will have subsequent general equilibrium effects that ripple through the economy. Under reasonable assumptions regarding relevant demand and supply elasticities, the welfare gain of these induced changes will be equal to the welfare loss, with no net welfare effect.
they are usually ignored in standard BCA. However, \( G_f \) and \( P_r \) could be large for government programs or private firms attempting to hire very specialized labor or to attract workers within a small geographic area, and \( C_s \) could be large enough to matter for some types of workers who may be relatively unattractive to potential employers.

### 4.2 Worker hiring and release with unemployment but perfect liquidity

The second column is the case of unemployment but perfect capital market liquidity (as well as full information). We assume that all new hires come from the pool of unemployed and that all layoffs add to the pool of unemployed. The key concept in this case is the marginal opportunity cost of time, \( W_r \). It gives the marginal value that the person places on his or her nonwork time. In standard BCA, it also represents the opportunity cost to society of hiring an unemployed person (Haveman & Krutilla, 1967; Haveman & Farrow, 2011). That is, the marginal cost of using otherwise unemployed labor for a public project is not monetized using the full wage \((W_f + B_f)\) but rather at \( W_r \).

A broader perspective takes account of negative consequences of unemployment not captured in the opportunity cost of time. As discussed above, one potentially large consequence is that periods of nonwork may reduce a person’s human capital relevant to employment, resulting in a future stream of lower wages – the so-called scarring effect. Other potential consequences are psychological loss resulting from the stigma of being unemployed and adverse effects on health and life expectancy. Finally, a person’s unemployment may also have spillover effects if members of his or her family or close friends and associates experience a loss of well-being because of the unemployment of the individual.

#### 4.2.1 Hiring by the government or the private sector

Someone who is currently involuntarily unemployed has a reservation wage lower than the prevailing wage rate. This reservation wage, which is generally interpreted as the marginal opportunity cost of time \( W_r \) in our notation), may be lower because of the willingness to pay for avoiding the expected costs of remaining unemployed. In addition, reemployment of the individual would generate WTP values for avoiding future costs associated with remaining unemployed, including longer term losses of human capital from its nonuse while unemployed (including adverse
employment and earnings effects and negative health effects) and the potential stigma and psychological costs of unemployment deriving from reduced perceptions of self-worth and increased stress. As noted above, such effects experienced while out of work may also cast shadows into the future; psychological effects may persist even after reemployment. We would expect the person to have a WTP to reduce these effects through gaining immediate employment. These WTP values capture the private benefits to the person of gaining employment, and as such would reflect a social benefit.\textsuperscript{28} If there were no psychological or health costs associated with unemployment – that is, the only costs would be the loss of future potential earnings associated with the erosion of the value of human capital – the WTP for immediate employment would equal the person’s estimate of the difference between the present expected value of future earnings with immediate employment minus the present expected value of future earnings from forgoing immediate employment.\textsuperscript{29} This gain from employment reduces, and perhaps exceeds, the lost value of leisure time and home production available from being unemployed.

The total WTP for immediate employment would be the sum of the WTP to avoid reductions in future earnings associated with the erosion of the value of human capital and the WTP to avoid negative psychological and health effects through immediate employment. We designate this as WTP\textsubscript{h}. Because this amount depends on the future consequences of immediate employment, it may differ for hiring by government (WTP\textsubscript{hg}) and hiring by the private sector (WTP\textsubscript{hp}). For example, if being hired by the government, say in a “make work” program, does not build human capital at the same rate as private sector employment, then the WTP to be hired by the government will be less than the WTP to be hired by a private firm (WTP\textsubscript{hg} < WTP\textsubscript{hp}).

There may also be positive effects on family members, friends, or others in the newly hired person’s household if he or she is offered a job. Observing and interacting with an individual who is stressed and upset with being unemployed reduces the well-being of “close associates” of the person, and is hence a cost to

\textsuperscript{28} The value of these gains can be thought of as an option price: the certain payment the person would be willing to make to avoid the contemporaneous opportunity costs and to obtain the generally uncertain future gains from obtaining immediate employment. With perfect liquidity, the person could borrow against expected future earnings to make a payment to obtain employment. As future earnings are uncertain, perfect liquidity in this case would also require the full availability of actuarially fair insurance.

\textsuperscript{29} This assumes risk neutrality. If the person were risk averse, then he or she would be willing to pay more than this amount – the certain payment can be thought of as an option price with the amount it exceeds the present value being an option value.
them. Assuming that these “close-associate” spillover effects are not internalized, a second WTP term (WTP_{oh}) is required. A third term, EX_{ph}, captures any positive benefits from the hiring of an otherwise unemployed worker that may spill over to the rest of society in the form of avoided external costs. With perfect liquidity, these externalities are likely to be small, resulting primarily from the possible use of increased leisure time associated with being out of work for activities that create negative effects on others.

Column 2 includes these values, labeled WTP_{oh} and EX_{ph}. Consequently, the hiring of an unemployed person by either the government or the private sector provides a benefit to others who are “close associates” of the person (and, if internalized, to the unemployed person) and to the rest of society. These benefits reduce the social opportunity cost of the hire captured through the marginal opportunity cost of time.

In sum, the social cost of hiring when there is unemployment equals the value of time of the otherwise unemployed person (W_{rh}) plus the costs borne by the government and the private sector in hiring (G_{u} and P_{u}, respectively) minus the present value of avoided own- and close-associate nonmarket costs, either \( WTP_{hg} + WTP_{oh} + EX_{ph} \) for a government hire or \( WTP_{hp} + WTP_{oh} + EX_{ph} \) for a private sector hire.\(^{31}\)

### 4.2.2 Firing by the government or the private sector

With no liquidity constraint, the individual would have a WTP to avoid being fired by either the government or the private sector. Analogous to the case of the hiring of an unemployed worker, WTP_{rg} and WTP_{rp} capture the negative own-WTP effects of being released from employment into a labor market with unemployment. Again, these include the negative psychological and health costs associated with being unemployed, as well as the loss in the value of human capital from erosion related to nonuse.\(^{32}\)

\(^{30}\) The worker may fully internalize these external effects, and if so the worker’s willingness to pay (WTP_{hg} or WTP_{hp}) would be inclusive. This would not seem likely, however.

\(^{31}\) It is quite possible that, if the person expects the spell of unemployment to be very long without the hire, the WTP benefits could exceed the opportunity cost of worker time and recruiting costs, so that the social opportunity cost of hiring is negative.

\(^{32}\) For several reasons, the WTP to avoid firing is likely to be larger than the WTP to gain employment (WTP_{r} > WTP_{h}). First, negative psychological effects are likely to be perceived as larger from the initial loss of job than from continued unemployment because of “scarring.” Thus, the WTP to avoid unemployment altogether is likely to be larger than the WTP to shorten its duration. Second, the person will have higher wealth when employed than when unemployed, leading to a higher WTP for avoiding
There may also be effects on family members, friends, or other close associates because of the worker being fired by either the private or public sectors. If these external effects are internalized by the worker, then his or her willingness to pay (WTP_{fg} or WTP_{fp}) would include all of these effects. If these close-associate effects are not internalized, then a second WTP term would be required; we label these terms WTP_{o}^f. Further, any external effects on the rest of society (EX_{pf}) should be included.

As any fired person will not be reemployed immediately because of the general unemployment, release of an employee results in a social savings monetized with the reservation wage (−W_rh), but costs in terms of lost human capital and own longer term psychological and health losses (WTP_{rg} and WTP_{rp}) and spillovers onto close associates (WTP_{o}^f) or to the rest of society (EX_{pf}). We add these costs to the reservation wage benefit (−W_rh) in the bottom rows of the second column.\(^33\)

### 4.3 Worker hiring and release with unemployment but without liquidity

None but the wealthiest individuals in society enjoy near perfect liquidity – in general, there are large constraints on the ability to borrow against future earnings. Thus, individuals express WTP subject to their current budget constraint rather than to a budget constraint that incorporates the present value of future earnings. This brings us to the third column of Table 1, which breaks down components of social opportunity cost assuming no inter-temporal liquidity. Entries in this column reflect the assumption that it is not possible to borrow against future earnings.

In the case of no liquidity, the same two costs of hiring – the reservation wage (times hours worked) and the costs of hiring (W_rh + G_u) or (W_rh + P_u) – form the base values of the social cost estimate. However, it is only possible for the individual to express a perceived WTP either to gain employment or to avoid losing it that reflects the illiquid human capital market. As in the previous case, we distinguish the loss of a job. Third, loss aversion is likely to lead to a larger WTP to avoid the loss of employment than to gain it. Some might argue that the employed person has at least a “psychological property right” to employment so that the proper metric would be WTA unemployment, which, based on considerable research, would likely be much larger than WTP. See Knetsch (2007).

\(^33\) Analogous to the positive WTP benefits from being hired (see note 31), these negative effects may be larger than the value of time gained by the newly unemployed worker, so that the social costs of releasing workers could be positive.
between two of these WTP values. First, there are the individual psychological and health costs that the individual bears from being unemployed. These costs result from the stigma and health status changes (resulting from increased stress and possibly financial barriers to appropriate medical care) associated with being unemployed. These costs are avoided when the individual is hired by either the government or the private sector; because these avoided costs are the same irrespective of the hiring sector, we designate these as $\text{WTP}^*_h$.

Second, the spell of unemployment may reduce human capital through its erosion related to nonuse, and thus result in lower productivity over the course of the person’s working life. We designate these effects as $\Delta \text{HC}_h$, a positive effect when hired, and $\Delta \text{HC}_f$, an additional social cost when released. These impacts are analogous to those described in identifying the increase in WTP in the perfect liquidity case in column 2. Note that changes in human capital would be valued from the social perspective in terms of pre-tax compensation and from the individual’s perspective in terms of after-tax compensation.

Here, as in the perfect liquidity case, there may be effects that spill over to members of the newly hired worker’s household or other close associates. We designate the monetary value of these effects as $\text{WTP}^*_o$. We also recognize that the person may impose costs on the rest of society. These effects may be larger in the case of no liquidity than in the case of perfect liquidity (shown in column 2) because of the inability to smooth consumption to offset these losses. We designate these effects that spill over beyond close associates and families – such as the increased probability that a worker may engage in illicit behavior if unemployed, such as crime, or impose additional real resource costs through the use of health care – as $\text{EX}_{nf}$ (a cost if fired) and $\text{EX}_{nh}$ (a reduction in social cost if hired). We expect that costs imposed on the rest of society would likely be much larger in the case of no liquidity than in the case of perfect liquidity ($\text{EX}_{nf} > \text{EX}_{pf}$) because of the need to accommodate the illiquidity.

5 The need for shadow prices to assess the welfare impacts of hiring/firing decisions

Textbook discussions of the social costs of hiring and firing generally assume a fully employed and smoothly functioning economy; in this case, the social benefits of hiring (or firing) a worker are reflected in the market wage rate plus the nonwage benefits paid (compensation), the value of which equals the marginal product of the employer and the after-tax value equals the marginal worker’s reservation wage. Hence, the social welfare consequences of a marginal worker hired or fired beyond
these values are de minimis. Only a few studies have explored the measurement of these costs in the case of an economy operating at less than full employment; Haveman and Krutilla (1967), Boardman, Greenberg, Vining and Weimer (1996), and Haveman and Farrow (2011) are the exceptions. However, studies have not analyzed these costs in an economy without full liquidity.

Table 1 makes it clear that a full analysis of the social welfare impact of a marginal hire or worker release is far more complex than the simple stories presented in textbooks. We have emphasized that numerous and subtle welfare-relevant effects may be generated by the hire or release of a marginal worker that are not considered in these analyses. In this section, we first identify those effects where shadow values are likely required, and then suggest some reasonable rules of thumb for monetizing these impacts.

5.1 Recruiting costs

In Table 1 (column 1), we consider the social costs of direct or induced hiring and firing under an assumed smoothly functioning, competitive and fully employed economy. In addition to the changes in full compensation \([W_f + B_r]h\), we identify the employer costs of recruiting \((P_r, G_r)\). In columns 2 and 3, these are designated as \(P_u\) and \(G_u\).

Employers must expend resources to find, sign, and train new employees. How large is the cost of these resources? One of the few estimates of these costs for the United States comes from analysis of data from the 1982 Employment Opportunity Pilot Project by Dolfin (2006). At that time the average employer spent 13.5 hours of employee time on recruitment and hiring. On average, firms reported devoting 201 hours of the time of the newly hired employee to training along with 146 hours of supervisor and other employee time. It should be noted that the survey was conducted during a recession so that these figures would likely best represent private recruitment costs with unemployment \((P_u)\). These time costs would likely be underestimates for recruiting and training under full employment \((P_r)\). In either case, the time cost of finding and hiring workers is sufficiently small so that in most cases it can reasonably be ignored. Training costs are sufficiently large to be taken into account. The first-year cost of employing a new worker would be approximately 17% (347 hours of training/2000 hours employment per year) of annual compensation. However, it is reasonable to assume that rehires would not incur these costs. A 2009 survey suggests that about a fifth (18%) of the unemployed
landing new jobs took them with their former employers. This suggests using an overall estimate of about 14% of the hired worker’s compensation as an estimate of \( (P_r, P_u, G_r, G_u) \).

Civil service rules require procedures that likely result in much higher recruiting costs for governments \( (G_r \text{ and } G_u) \). Although estimates of the length of calendar time it takes to hire a federal employee are available, we were unable to find any estimates of the real resource costs expended in completing a federal hire. In circumstances in which the hiring would be done outside of civil service rules, analysts would appropriately make a program-specific estimate.

Lacking better information, we suggest multiplying first-year compensation by about 1.14 to reflect the recruitment and training costs for both direct government and induced private sector hires to obtain the full employer cost of hiring. This rule-of-thumb estimate is sufficiently large to warrant additional research, both in terms of more contemporary data and estimates conditional on occupation and sector.

5.2 Unemployment spell

Several components of social cost require estimates of the length of time a fired person will remain unemployed in the absence of a policy intervention. Ideally, we would like an estimate of the mean duration of unemployment spells as a function of the unemployment rate. However, we were not able to estimate econometrically a plausible relationship in U.S. monthly data over the last 24 years. As an expedient, we use an estimate based on the last two recessions in which the civilian unemployment rate reached 10%. In November 1982, the unemployment rate reached 10.8% and 8 months later the mean duration of unemployment peaked at 20.8 weeks. In October 2009, the unemployment rate reached 10.0% and 38 months later.

35 In FY2010 the average time to hire across the 24 largest federal agencies was 105 days. See US OPM (2011, 8).
36 We can find a stable relationship between the unemployment rate and the median duration of unemployment using the following model for monthly data from January 1980 through December 2013: 

\[ W_t = \alpha + \beta U_R_t + \theta M_t + \omega M_t^2 + \epsilon_t \]

where \( W_t \) is the median number of weeks of unemployment duration, \( U_R_t \) is the monthly unemployment rate in percentage points, \( M_t \) is a counter for months prior to the last month in the sample to allow for time trends, and \( \epsilon_t \) is a random error. The parameters of concern for prediction are \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), which we estimate as 15.4 (2.1) and 0.34 (0.16), respectively (standard errors in parentheses). The median weeks of unemployment and the unemployment rate each had unit roots but with the inclusion of the time trend were co-integrated. We estimated the relationship using the Prais–Winsten estimator with the linear and quadratic time-trend terms. Assuming a 10% unemployment rate, the estimation predicts the median duration of unemployment of 18.8 weeks.
later the mean duration of unemployment peaked at 40.7 weeks. For lack of a better method of prediction, we use the approximate average of these two durations, 30 weeks, as a rule of thumb for valuation when the unemployment rate is around 10%.

This simple analysis allows us to move toward our rough estimates of the social costs of hiring and firing. Our estimates could be improved by additional empirical work that provided predictions of unemployment spells conditional on demographic characteristics. For example, an empirical assessment of the costs of Canadian aircraft industry layoffs found that older workers who lost employment suffered larger private losses and inflicted larger social costs on the economy than younger workers (Jenkins & Montmarquette, 1979).

5.3 Job search costs

Released workers bear costs associated with searching for a new job (C_s). These costs would likely be contingent on the age, sex, and occupation of the released worker as well as the expected duration of nonemployment. As a rough estimate of job search costs, we begin with the average hours per day spent on job search and interviews by the 2% of the population who engaged in these activities in 2012: 2.4 hours per weekday and 2.1 hours per weekend day (Bureau of Labor Statistics [BLS] 2012, A2) for an average of approximately 16.2 hours per week. As the unemployment rate in 2012 was approximately 8%, we assume that one quarter of the unemployed (2%/8%) engaged in this activity. From these estimates, we conclude that the average unemployed worker spent about 4 hours per week in job search activities (16.2 hours per week \times 0.25).

We assume that in a period of full employment, a fired worker can find a new job in 5 weeks, so that search costs are 20 hours or 1% of compensation. Applying the estimate of 4 hours per week to the estimate of unemployment duration for a 10% unemployment rate yields an estimate of 120 hours of job search activity by the average unemployed worker. This estimate represents about 6% of the annual average number of work hours; we monetize this time expenditure by multiplying it by the implicit compensation rate associated with the average expected annual salary of the unemployed worker. These monetized values provide estimates of the search cost for a newly fired worker (C_s or C_u depending on the assumed unemployment rate). Although the magnitudes of search costs appear relatively small, the heroic assumptions we employed to make them suggest that additional research would be appropriate.
5.4 Changes in human capital

For a released worker, the change in human capital can be monetized as the difference between earnings with continued employment and earnings if released; this estimate is designated as $\Delta HC_f$ in Table 1. For a worker hired from unemployment, the change in the value of human capital ($\Delta HC_h$) is the difference between the level of expected earnings, having become reemployed at some point in the unemployment spell, and the level of earnings if unemployment persisted for the entire spell.

Consider, first, $\Delta HC_f$ as calculated by the following formula:

$$\Delta HC_f = \sum_{t=\text{age}}^{65} \frac{Y(1+p)^{t-\text{age}}}{(1+d)^{t-\text{age}+0.5}} - \left( \frac{(1-s)Y(1-\text{ud})}{(1+d)^{(\text{ud}+1)/2}} + \sum_{t=\text{age}+1}^{65} \frac{(1-s)Y(1+p)^{t-\text{age}-\text{ud}}}{(1+d)^{t-\text{age}+0.5}} \right),$$

where $Y$ is annual compensation (wages and benefits) at the time of release, $p$ is the rate of growth of real wages, $d$ is the discount rate, $s$ is the percentage of reduction in wages upon rehiring, and $\text{ud}$ is the duration of unemployment expressed as a fraction of a year.\(^{37}\)

As we note below, there is some evidence that the effect of scarring is eliminated after a number of years. This can be accommodated in the above formula by only summing up to age plus the number of years of scarring duration instead of up to the assumed retirement at 65 years.

To assess the likely magnitude of this expression, consider a worker who is 42 years old (the median age of U.S. workers in 2012). Assume that this worker experiences an unemployment spell of 0.6 years (the expected duration of unemployment assuming an unemployment rate of 10%). Also assume for purposes of illustration that: (1) the rate of growth in real wages is 0.9% (annualized growth rate in real wages over 2000 to 2011\(^{38}\)), (2) the scarring effect (the percentage of reduction in wage upon rehiring) is 3%\(^{39}\), and (3) the scarring effect persists for 6 years.

\(^{37}\) Note that our estimates of changes in human capital ignore mortality risk and life circumstances that would lead one to leave the labor market.


\(^{39}\) Based on Table 7 of the BLS August 2012 report on the wages paid to reemployed long-tenured displaced workers between 2009 and 2011 (http://www.bls.gov/news.release/disp.nr0.htm). New wages were reported in four categories: 20% or more reduction (26.6%), 20–0% reduction (17.2%), 0–20% gain (22.4%), and more than 20% gain (14.9%). Taking 30% as a magnitude for the extreme categories and 10% as a magnitude for the inner categories, results in an overall reduction of 3%.
The resulting value for $\Delta HC_f$ would be 80, 78, and 77% for discount rates of 3, 5, and 7%, respectively.

The calculation of $\Delta HC_h$ assumes that scarring has already occurred:

$$\Delta HC_h = \left( \frac{(1-s)Y(1-ud)}{(1+d)^{(ud+1)/2}} + \sum_{t=\text{age}+1}^{65} \frac{(1-s)Y(1+p)^{t-\text{age}-ud}}{(1+d)^{t-\text{age}+0.5}} \right)$$

$$- \left( \frac{(1-s)Y(1-\alpha ud)}{(1+d)^{(\alpha ud+1)/2}} + \sum_{t=\text{age}+1}^{65} \frac{(1-s)Y(1+p)^{t-\text{age}-\alpha ud}}{(1+d)^{t-\text{age}+0.5}} \right),$$

where $\alpha$ is the fraction of the unemployment spell remaining when the new hire is made. Using all the previous values and assuming that the hire would be made midway during the expected unemployment spell ($\alpha = 0.5$) results in a value for $\Delta HC_h$ of about 30% of the pre-firing compensation.\(^{40}\)

How do these calculated changes in human capital resulting from release and reemployment compare to estimates in the literature? At the high end of estimates of long-term scarring effects are those of Davis and von Wachter (2011) and von Wachter, Song and Manchester (2009). These studies focus on long-tenure workers who lose employment during mass-layoff events.\(^{41}\) The estimates range from a present value of 1.4 years of pre-displacement earnings if displaced in mass-layoff events that occur when the national unemployment rate is below 6% to 2.8 years of pre-displacement earnings if displaced when the unemployment rate exceeds 8%.\(^{42}\) The estimates reflect an annual long-run earnings loss of between 10 and 20%, depending on whether the loss occurs in a recession or an expansion.\(^{43}\)

For several reasons, these estimates of earnings loss seem higher than appropriate for assessing the human capital losses associated with job loss even during

\(^{40}\) $\Delta HC_f$ is substantially larger than $\Delta HC_h$ for two reasons. First, being released from a job inflicts scarring but hiring does not eliminate it. Second, the firing results in the full period of unemployment while hiring of someone already unemployed only avoids the remaining portion of the unemployment spell. Also, $\Delta HC_h$ is relatively insensitive to assumptions about the discount rate or the duration of scarring.

\(^{41}\) The job losses for such long-tenure workers are about 20–25% of all job losses during a period of time. “A mass-layoff event is one in which a firm with 50 or more employees prior to the event experiences a lasting employment decline of at least 30% over two years” (von Wachter et al., 2009, 6).

\(^{42}\) This estimate assumes that the percentage of earnings loss is maintained for 20 years and then a 5% discount rate is applied. Note that Davis and von Wachter confront the primary job search models with the empirical evidence that they find; they conclude: “The search and matching models we consider do not account for our evidence on the present value earnings losses associated with job displacement. The empirical losses are an order of magnitude larger than those implied by basic versions of the Mortensen-Pissarides model” (Davis & von Wachter, 2011, 3).

\(^{43}\) This estimate is roughly consistent with the figure of a loss of 25% of annual earnings in the long run for high-tenure workers separating from distressed firms (Jacobson et al., 1993).
a recession. First, the estimates apply to instances of “mass layoffs” – plant closings or major reductions in workforce (greater than a 30% reduction) at a particular facility. In our view, the regionally concentrated effect of a mass layoff at a single facility will be substantially greater than the wage and earnings loss associated with less concentrated job losses. The mass layoffs effectively produce local unemployment rates that are higher than the national rate. Consequently, we believe that, in view of economic and social factors impeding migration that contribute to the persistence of locally high unemployment rates, the mass-layoff evidence is not a good guide for estimating the impacts of geographically dispersed layoffs.

Second, the mass-layoff estimates of Davis and von Wachter (2011) and von Wachter et al. (2009) resulting from a facility closure apply to long-tenure workers, and hence will be heavily weighted toward executive and managerial employees and employees with substantial firm-specific human capital rather than lower level workers. Most policy-induced unemployment is likely to be more concentrated among lower skilled workers.

Finally, the estimates of scarring effects in these papers assume that the earnings loss as a percentage of pre-displacement earnings is maintained for 20 years and then a 5% discount rate is applied. This duration of loss persistence is at variance with other estimates in the literature; these indicate that by about 6 years after job loss, most of the loss of pre-displacement earnings has been experienced. See Jacobson, LaLonde and Sullivan (1993), Schoeni and Dardia (1997), and Kletzer and Fairlee (2003).

Stevens (1997, 165) measures the effect of displacement defined as “involuntary termination of a position, with the exception of the ending of an explicitly temporary job.” She finds that the effect of job loss is persistent, with earnings and wages remaining approximately 9% below their expected levels six or more years after displacement. Moreover, she finds that this 9% estimate is largely explained by additional job losses in the years following an initial displacement. She estimates that workers who avoid additional displacements after the initial loss experience earnings and wage losses of between 1% and 4% six or more years after job loss.44

Her estimates seem more closely related to the losses experienced during a recession as opposed to releases that are characterized as mass layoffs. The difference between the effects of mass layoffs and more generalized displacement clearly accounts for some of the greater effect of job loss estimated by the Davis and von Wachter (2011) and von Wachter et al. (2009) studies. Moreover, Stevens’

44 Stevens’ results suggest a strong tapering off of the negative effects of job loss on human capital such that by 6 years or so after job loss, the reduction in the value of human capital is substantially reduced.
estimates reflect a cross-section of workers experiencing displacement rather than only long-tenure workers in the latter studies.

We see Stevens’ 9% reduction in wages as an upper bound for estimating the change in human capital resulting from a firing. As a lower bound, we use 3%, which is consistent with our rough calculation based on BLS data and within her range for workers who do not encounter subsequent job displacements. We split the difference between these low and high rates and use 6% as a wage reduction estimate in our calculations. Also, rather than assuming that the reduction tapers out, we assume that the reduction is in full effect for 6 years before it is eliminated. Table 2 displays estimates of the loss of human capital for an unemployment duration of 30 weeks and wage reduction duration of 6 years for discount rates of 3, 5, and 7%.

*Stigma and Stress Costs of Involuntary Job Loss*

In addition to the erosion of human capital reflected in reductions in future earnings, there are likely to be adverse effects of becoming unemployed associated with the potential stigma/psychological costs of unemployment deriving from perceptions of self-worth and stress. In Table 1, we represent the value of these effects as the worker’s WTP to avoid these costs by being hired if unemployed or by being released if employed (in column 3 of Table 1, these effects are labeled WTP$_h^*$ and WTP$_f^*$).

That there is such stigma, especially on the demand side of the market, seems indisputable. Ho, Shih, Walters and Pittinsky (2011) document clearly that potential employers fail to treat position applicants who are unemployed as favorably as they do applicants who are working, holding other characteristics constant. This demand-side stigma effect would largely be manifest for workers who have experienced a prolonged period of unemployment; hence, it would be captured by estimates of the earnings loss from unemployment discussed above.

In addition to this employer-based effect, there are the personal feelings of stigma that are felt by the unemployed worker. These effects are real and the

---

Table 2  Human capital loss estimates for firing: assuming mean unemployment spell of 30 weeks and 6-year scarring duration (percentage of prior earnings).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discount rate</th>
<th>Magnitude of scarring effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
unemployed worker’s WTP to avoid them should be reflected in assessing the full costs of involuntary job loss. One approach would be to treat the stigma as a reduction in quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) as done in economic evaluations of medical interventions. It would involve multiplying the unemployment duration measured in QALYs times the person’s income. In the absence of any available estimates of the effect of the unemployment stigma on QALYs, we heroically assume a reduction of 0.3.\textsuperscript{45} Applying this to a duration of 0.6 years assuming all income is from unemployment insurance, which replaces about 41\% of prior employment income in 2013,\textsuperscript{46} yields a value of approximately 7\% of prior annual compensation for the stigma costs of a firing (0.3 × 0.6 × 0.41). Again assuming that an unemployed worker is hired halfway through what would otherwise be the unemployment spell leads to a value of about 4\% of prior compensation for a hire.

We recognize that it may seem counterintuitive that lower income during unemployment would reduce the monetized value of stigma. However, because we seek to assess opportunity cost in terms of standard BCA practice, we monetize in terms of the WTP that an individual would actually be able to pay, which necessarily depends on income. Of course, if liquidity were not constrained, the unemployed individual would likely have a higher WTP because he or she could express higher WTPs by borrowing against future earnings.

These values imply that the stigma cost of job loss is about 7\% of prior compensation, $\text{WTP}^f$. The reduction in stigma cost due to a hire ($\text{WTP}^h$) equals about 4\%, leaving a net stigma cost of about 3\%.

\section*{5.5 Effects on close associates of the individual worker: spillover effects}

The available literature on the spillover effect of worker job loss on close associates ($\text{WTP}^o$) focuses primarily on the effects of involuntary job loss on workers’ children. Evidence suggests that in the short run, the loss of employment by a parent reduces schooling achievement of children.\textsuperscript{47} In developing a shadow value for these effects, we first estimate the effect of parental job loss on the expected change in the income of the family. Second, we estimate the effect of the income change on the years of completed schooling of children. Finally, we draw on evidence that

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Analyses of depression interventions generally assume that a year of depression is associated with a 0.2–0.4 QALY loss. For example, see Schoenbaum et al. (2001).
\item See http://www.unemploymentinsurance.doleta.gov/unemploy/docs/repl_FY13.txt for details.
\item See Stevens and Schaller (2011). See also Wightman (2009), and Kalil and Wightman (2011).
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
links changes in children’s completed years of schooling to their labor market outcomes.

As we have discussed, job loss has a negative effect on parental earnings and income. Again drawing on Stevens (1997), we assume that the upper bound for the earnings loss from job displacement is about 9% and persists for a period of about 6 years. This is consistent with later estimates by Stevens and Schaller (2011), who find that the effect of job loss reduces earnings from $209 per month (level estimates) to $284 per month (log estimates), or by about $3,000 per year (in 2004 dollars). For the sample that they use, pre-displacement income among those who ultimately lose their job is about $3,200 per month, implying that the job loss reduces family income from about 7% to 9%.

The second step is to estimate the effect of changes in earnings and income on the years of completed schooling of offspring children. Mayer (1997) reviews a number of studies of this relationship, and concludes that a 10% increase in parental income is associated with between 0.024 and 0.104 additional years of schooling. When the students’ race and sex, mothers’ education and age, and family size are controlled for, a 10% increase in parental income is associated with an additional 0.055 years of schooling among all students. Other estimates are generally consistent with this estimate, but typically smaller in magnitude. On the basis of these estimates, we assume that a 10% increase in parental income increases children’s schooling by 0.055 years. If parental job loss reduces family income by about 8%,

---

48 A job loss is defined as involuntary if: (i) the person was fired or discharged, (ii) if the employer was sold or went bankrupt, or (iii) if the job loss was due to slack work or business conditions.

49 See their Table 3. Estimation of this relationship is difficult, in that earnings and income are likely to begin to decline prior to the job loss, even in the case of exogenous plant closings. Individuals working in declining firms may face hours reductions (including reduced overtime) or wage cuts, as demand conditions for the firm deteriorate. The income and earnings effects that they estimate use income or earnings in the year prior to the job loss as the relevant counterfactual. If the erosion of earnings levels began prior to this time, their estimates may be understated.

50 Mayer uses several techniques to control for unobserved heterogeneity, and obtains substantially smaller effects; for example, the effect of doubling income is between 0.023 years and 0.049 years, depending on the estimation model. Peters and Mullis (1997) estimate that a 10% increase from the mean income of about $46,000 is associated with a 0.09-year increase in schooling. Duncan, Yeung, Brooks-Gunn and Smith (1998) estimate the effect of parental income averaged from the child’s birth to age 15 years on the child’s completed schooling, controlling for a large number of other sociodemographic variables. A 10% increase in mean income of about $45,000 is estimated to increase schooling by 0.063 years. A similar analysis by Duncan et al. using sibling pairs yields a somewhat larger effect. Teachman, Paasch, Day and Carver (1997) relate information on 14–24-year olds from one data set to overlapping information on older adults aged 30–59 from other data sets. They find that doubling income for those in the lower one half of the income distribution results in an increase in educational attainment of about a third of a year. This drops to nearly 0 (and becomes statistically insignificant) after controlling for parents’ education and marital status.
we estimate that the reduction in the number of years of children’s schooling is about 0.045 years.

Several well-known studies have estimated the earnings returns to completion of additional schooling (Ashenfelter & Krueger, 1994; Angrist & Krueger, 1991; see Card, 2001, for a summary of estimates). In these studies, completion of an additional year of schooling is generally found to increase earnings by approximately 10%.

We multiply this 10% earnings return to a 1-year increase in schooling by 2008 median earnings (about $42,000) and in turn multiply the resulting value by the estimated decrease in years of children’s schooling attributable to parental job loss (0.045 years) to obtain the annual value of reduced child earnings attributable to the job loss of about $200.

Assuming constant real earnings, we then calculate the discounted present value of the reduction in children’s earnings over a working lifetime attributable to the reduced years of schooling, in turn attributable to a parental job loss. We assume that the child is 9 years old (midway between an infant and an 18-year old) and works from age 18 to 65. The present value of the reduced earnings is approximately $3,800 at a discount rate of 3%, $2,300 at a discount rate of 5%, and $1,500 at a discount rate of 7%.

The average number of children per family is approximately 1.5. Using these estimates, we calculate the earnings loss to all of the children in the family by multiplying the present value of the reduced earnings due to the decreased years of schooling by 1.5, obtaining estimates of per family of $5,800, $3,500, and $2,200 at discount rates of 3, 5, and 7%, respectively.

In addition to the private monetary costs from reduced children’s educational outcomes attributable to parental job loss, there are a variety of nonmonetary private and public effects of the reduction in children’s schooling. These have been extensively studied,\(^\text{51}\), and a reasonable estimate is that the nonmonetary private and public effects could be as great as the private monetary costs in the form of reduced income. These externality estimates were made for income changes for low-income families, and therefore may be high for a middle-income family. However, as we do not explicitly monetize stigma costs for the children of the unemployed, we believe that these estimates are reasonable overall. Based upon the estimates of

\(^{51}\text{Haveman and Wolfe (1984), Wolfe and Haveman (2002) review this literature, and present estimates of the value of several of these nonmarketed and public goods impacts. The nonmonetary private impacts they identify include gains from improved consumption (including fertility) choices, improved child quality, and improved coping skills, while the social impacts include gains from greater community participation, decreased dependency, and increased charitable giving. See also Acemoglu and Angrist (2000).}\)
externalities, we multiply the range of earnings decreases to all of the children in a family by 1.5, yielding a total cost of parental job loss of $8,700, $5,300, and $3,300 at discount rates of 3, 5, and 7%, respectively.\(^{52}\) Again assuming a hire halfway through the unemployment spell would reduce these by one half.

Assuming that the value of prior compensation is $40,000, these values translate into shadow values of 22%, 13%, and 8% for the effect of job loss on the children in a family experiencing a parental job loss for discount rates of 3, 5, and 7%, respectively. Assuming a 5% discount rate suggests multiplying prior compensation by about 1.13 to reflect the impact of job loss on close associates (WTP\(^*_o\)).

### 5.6 Health costs of involuntary job loss

A substantial literature explores the relationship between “job insecurity” and a variety of health status indicators; this literature includes a number of metastudies.\(^{53}\) Many of the studies relate respondents’ statements regarding feeling insecure in their employment to subsequent measures of health status. Serious questions of reverse causality or intervening variables raise questions regarding the findings. Also, “job insecurity” in the studies is often not clearly defined or directly interpretable. In general, the studies appear to find a modest relationship between job insecurity and health. Similarly, there is a large literature on the relationship of unemployment and the risk of mortality.\(^{54}\) Nearly all of the studies find a significant positive relationship. Again, the studies vary in quality, often with too few controls to give confidence that a causal effect of unemployment has been estimated.

As a proxy for these various possible health effects, we focus on depression. Further, we assume that the cost of treating depression will be borne by third-party payers so that we treat the costs of depression resulting from worker job loss to be external to the unemployed person.

To estimate the likely magnitude of increased depression, we rely on two meta-analyses. McKee-Ryan, Song, Wanberg and Kinicki (2005) report a Cohen’s \(d\) for employment versus employment in explaining depression of 0.57, which translates

---

52 These estimates do not take account of other studies that find that becoming unemployed leads to increased marital conflict as well as conflicts between parents and children, resulting in greater hostility by parents toward their children and a higher probability of divorce. See Conger and Elder (1994), Yeung and Hofferth (1998).

53 See Sverke, Hellgren and Naswall (2002), Virtanen et al. (2013), and McKee-Ryan et al. (2005) for examples of such studies. See also Burgard et al. (2007) and Glavin (2011).

into a relative risk (RR) of 2.42 for a base risk of 0.09, an estimate of the prevalence of depression in the U.S. adult population (CDC, 2010). Applying the RR to the base risk yields a prevalence rate for the unemployed of 0.22, or an increase of 13 percentage points. Luppa, Heinrich, Angermeyer, König and Riedel-Heller (2007) report an estimated average annual sum of direct, morbidity, and mortality costs per case of depression between $3,200 and $5,600 (2003 dollars). Taking the midpoint and converting to 2014 dollars gives an estimated cost of depression of $5,700. For a job loss, we multiply this cost by the increase in the RR for depression (0.13), obtaining an estimate of the external social costs of depression resulting from a job loss of $740, or about 2% for a worker with pre-firing income of $40,000. The available estimate of RR is not conditioned on the length of unemployment, so it is not clear how to assess the avoided costs of earlier hiring. As an upper bound, we assume that hiring occurs midway during the unemployment spell and assume that it cuts the probability of depression in half, resulting in an avoided cost of $370 per hire, or about 1% of prior income.

5.7 Overview of shadow price estimates

Table 3 summarizes the estimates of policy-induced impacts of job loss during a period of high unemployment. These are stated as the percentage of prior compensation for a worker whose annual compensation prior to firing is $40,000. Note that by far the largest effect is the human capital loss from being released from work – a value equal to 95% of prior compensation.

As an example of the use of these shadow values, we have calculated the annual costs of both hiring an otherwise unemployed worker and firing an employee. We use the rough estimates of shadow values in Table 3. Again, assume that the worker hired/fired has an annual compensation of $40,000. In standard BCA, assuming full employment, the cost of hiring this worker is taken to be the value of annual compensation ($40,000). Conversely, and symmetrically, the social cost of firing a worker would be $40,000.

Consider first, the social costs of hiring an unemployed person during full employment. Relying on the shadow values in columns 1 and 3 of Table 1, the estimated annual social cost of the hire in a period of full employment would equal the value of annual compensation ($40,000) plus the costs of employee recruitment.

---

55 The odds ratio (OR) is obtained from Cohen’s d with the following formula: \( \ln(OR) = \pi d/\sqrt{3} \). Zhang and Yu (1998) propose the following translation of OR into RR: \( RR = OR/(1 - R_b + R_b OR) \), where \( R_b \) is the unexposed risk.
Table 3  Possible approaches for assessing shadow prices: assuming 30-week unemployment duration, 5% discount rate, and prior compensation of $40,000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Empirical strategy for empirically estimating parameters</th>
<th>Rule of thumb (Percentage of annual prior compensation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. New hire recruitment/training costs P_r, P_u, G_r, G_u</td>
<td>Empirical study of training time for new hires</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Job search time costs during unemployment C_u</td>
<td>BLS studies of job search</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Job search time costs during full employment C_s</td>
<td>BLS studies of job search</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Human capital losses from firing ΔHC_f</td>
<td>Difference between present value of income stream if employment continued and present value of income stream with firing, including scarring costs</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Human capital gains from hiring ΔHC_h</td>
<td>Difference between present value of income stream if not hired and present value of income stream if hired, assuming scarring has occurred</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Cost of reduced children’s schooling WTP^o_f</td>
<td>Reduction in monetary and nonmonetary value of children’s education resulting from parental job loss</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Benefit of increased children’s schooling WTP^o_h</td>
<td>Increase in monetary and nonmonetary value of children’s education resulting from earlier hiring</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3  Continued on next page.
Table 3  Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8. External cost of firing EX\textsubscript{nf}</th>
<th>Treatment costs for unemployment-induced depression: incremental risk times incremental cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9. Avoided external cost of hiring EX\textsubscript{nh}</td>
<td>Reduction in treatment costs from reduced duration of depression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Stigma cost from being fired WTP\textsubscript{f}</td>
<td>Depression QALY over unemployment spell monetized using unemployment benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Avoided stigma cost from being hired WTP\textsubscript{h}</td>
<td>Depression QALY over unemployment spell reduction monetized using unemployment benefits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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and training ($5,600), for a total cost of $45,600. In a period of high unemployment, estimating the annual social costs of hiring requires summing the values shown in the third column of Table 1. The nonreservation wage component of the social cost of a created job is \( G_u - \Delta HC_h - WTP_{h}^* - WTP_{h}^{\text{off}} - EX_{nh} \),\textsuperscript{56} which totals about \(-28\%\) of prior compensation (or \(-$11,200\)). If the reservation wage is one half of the annual compensation (an assumption consistent with assuming workers offer labor along a linear supply scheduled from 0 to the full market wage), the resulting $20,000 is to be added to the nonreservation wage estimate of \(-$11,200\), yielding a total social cost of a hiring decision in a period of high unemployment of $8,800. Thus, the social cost of hiring the unemployed worker during the high unemployment is only about \(22\%\) of the compensation paid ($8,800/$40,000).

Consider next the annual social costs relevant to the release of an existing worker, again relying on the shadow values in columns 1 and 3 of Table 1. In this case, the estimated annual social cost of the release of a worker in a period of full employment would equal the employee costs of searching for a new job \( (C_s = 1\% \text{ of prior compensation or } $400) \) minus the value of annual compensation ($40,000), for a total cost of \(-$39,600\). In a period of high unemployment, estimating the annual cost requires summing the impacts relevant to firing in the third column of Table 1. The nonreservation wage component of the social cost of job loss is \( C_u + \Delta HC_f + WTP_f^* + WTP_f^{\text{off}} + EX_{nf} \) in Table 1,\textsuperscript{57} which totals about \(123\%\) of prior compensation (or $49,200). If the reservation wage is one half of the annual compensation, the resulting $20,000 is to be subtracted from the nonreservation wage estimate of $49,200, yielding a total social cost of job loss equal to $29,200.

Table 4 summarizes these estimates of the social opportunity costs of hiring and firing during periods of full employment and unemployment, again for a worker with prior annual compensation of $40,000. As noted above, these estimates assume that the annualized reservation wage equals one half of the annual compensation. As with common benefit-cost practice, the opportunity costs of hiring and firing during full employment are close to the nominal compensation. Inducing a firm to hire a worker paid $40,000 in annual compensation costs society $45,600 for the first year because of the recruitment and training costs. Inducing a firm to fire a worker under full-employment conditions has a social opportunity cost of \(-$39,600\) during the subsequent year. During periods of high unemployment, a policy resulting in the

\textsuperscript{56} Rows: 1. [14\%], 5. [−30\%], 7. [−7\%], 9. [−1\%], and 11. [−4\%]. The sum of these percentages equals a reduction of 28\% of prior compensation, or \(-$11,200\).

\textsuperscript{57} Rows: 2. [6\%], 4. [95\%], 6. [13\%], 8. [2\%], and 10. [7\%]. The sum of these percentages equals 123\% of prior compensation, or $49,200.
Table 4  Annual opportunity cost of hiring and firing a worker with $40,000 prior employment compensation, reservation wage (opportunity cost of time) of $20,000, and discount rate of 5%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Full employment</th>
<th></th>
<th>High unemployment</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>As percentage of compensation</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>As percentage of compensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>opportunity cost</td>
<td></td>
<td>opportunity cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard benefit-cost practice</td>
<td>$40,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$45,600</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiring</td>
<td>$40,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$45,600</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firing</td>
<td>$40,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>$45,600</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With social cost adjustments</td>
<td>$39,600</td>
<td>99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High unemployment</td>
<td>$20,000</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$9,800</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiring</td>
<td>$20,000</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$9,800</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firing</td>
<td>$20,000</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>$9,800</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With social cost adjustments</td>
<td>$29,200</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

firing of a worker has an opportunity cost of $29,200\textsuperscript{58} during the subsequent year, rather than a social opportunity gain of $40,000, which would be estimated by standard practice.\textsuperscript{59} Hiring an unemployed worker in a high-unemployment period has a social opportunity cost of only $8,800\textsuperscript{60} for the first year, rather than the $40,000 opportunity cost which would be estimated by standard practice.

6 Discussion

Our estimates of the social cost of policy-induced hiring and firing required many assumptions, including some that are quite heroic. In our view, such efforts are valuable as they help identify the most important components of social cost and provide at least rough estimates of their magnitudes. Although these estimates should be used with caution, they are at least as plausible as relying only on compensation to assess employment changes during full employment and the reservation wage to

\textsuperscript{58} \$29,200 = 2,400 (=C_u) – 20,000 (=W_r h) + 38,000 (=\Delta H C_f) + 2,800 (=W T P^*_f) + 5,200 (=W T P^* o) + 800 (=E X_{nf}).

\textsuperscript{59} Note that while standard benefit-cost practice assigns a gain (negative opportunity cost) to the firing decision in both full-employment and high-unemployment labor market conditions, our estimate suggests a gain (negative opportunity cost) in conditions of full employment but a loss (positive opportunity cost) in high-unemployment periods.

\textsuperscript{60} \$8,800 = 20,000 (=W_r h) + 5,600 (=G_u) – 12,000 (=\Delta H C_h) – \{1,600 (=W T P^*_h) + 2,800 (=W T P^* o) + 400 (=E X_{nh})\}.
assess employment changes during unemployment as is the standard practice. We urge other analysts to undertake the research and analysis necessary to challenge, confirm, or refine our estimates.

As indicated above, we estimate a substantial opportunity cost of $29,200 associated with the firing of an employee during a period of high unemployment, as compared to a gain of $40,000 estimated in standard benefit-cost practice. This reversal of $69,200 results largely from the major component of the opportunity cost – the loss of human capital from scarring – which we estimate to be $38,000. Our intuition is that this estimate is too large for several reasons: we use an expected unemployment spell consistent with an extreme unemployment rate and we assume that scarring remains in full force for 6 years. Shorter employment durations and a tapering of scarring over the 6 years would substantially reduce our estimates.

Our large estimate, however, is substantially smaller than the social cost estimate offered by Masur and Posner (2012). Their estimate of the cost of scarring, based on the mass-layoff studies, is $100,000 for a worker with pre-job loss compensation of $50,000, or 200% of compensation. This is more than double our estimate of 95% of compensation (see Table 3). As we discussed in the development of our estimate, we see the mass-layoff studies – on which Masur and Posner rest their estimate – as an inappropriate basis for assessing the effects of economy-wide losses in employment or any changes in employment not concentrated in a small geographic area. Masur and Posner’s estimate of as much as an additional $160,000 per worker in social costs is driven primarily by increases in mortality. Again, as we discuss above, we do not believe that the empirical evidence is sufficiently strong to support monetizing a mortality effect, much less suggesting an opportunity cost of this magnitude.

7 Conclusion

Benefit-cost analysis demands a comprehensive assessment of policy impacts. Economists and others have made considerable progress in expanding the conceptual frameworks and empirical methods for meeting these demands and in providing guidance for analysts to make BCA more practical in a wider set of applications. In view of the central concern about unemployment among policy makers, developing protocols for assessing employment impacts of policies should be included in this project to increase comprehensiveness. We set out a framework for guiding this effort and suggested a number of empirical strategies for developing shadow prices that analysts can readily employ to assess employment impacts. We urge others to improve upon our efforts.
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